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STEP 1 - CSA SOIL TESTS
THERE’S NO SECRET HERE. THE HARDER
THE CLIMATE THE BETTER WE PERFORM.
HOW WE DO IT IS ALL LAID OUT IN STEP 1.
No matter how hard it gets – Carbon Systems
Agronomy has the intelligent insight, science
and analytical template to map the right way
forward for better outcomes and farm success.
For years now we have been posting farm-wide
successful outcomes on ferti-tech.facebook
demonstrating that CSA can recover heavily
salt-affected flats back to full cropping in 2
years; regenerate timber plantations back to
high yielding grass pasture in 1 year; convert
cereals on hard acid-iron clays from a longterm average of 1.8 tonnes to 3 tonnes now –
regardless of the last 4 seasons. Up the yields
on all sorts of soil types including non-wetting
sands and fix the ‘unfixables’ with less overall
chemicides used. Our clients manage frost risk
better, they are the last district-wide to ‘brownout’ in a dry season and they can sow very late,
grow all through winter and still harvest on
time. CSA works anywhere and everywhere
because it is the Agronomy of Nature that has
no boundaries and harnesses all the options.

HOT, COLD, FLOOD, DROUGHT OR FROST!
Understanding Soil Chemistry, Plant Physiology and what we call
‘Farmers Vision’ sits at the core of CSA. Principles First, Then
Programs, Then Product is our ‘mantra’. Think about it. Principles!
Step 1 CSA Soil Tests; provides a simple, holistic understanding
of what needs to be done to improve the soil, improve the crop, to
stay safe and on track; to remain in the black. Over the coming
months we will be highlighting the typical outcomes we achieve
on all our CSA Farms that have had harsh conditions and a 100220mm Growing Season Rainfall this year. The key of course is
that CSA understands Nature and Nature always has a way to
work with any Weather. Every year we show how CSA Farms
keep improving WUE and doing it better. Principles First!

